IMPORTANT NOTE FOR TRAIL VISITORS

The Open Unpaved Trails have no additional lighting, no pavement, and limited points of access. Visitors can enjoy these pleasant retreats at their own risk and are encouraged to wear appropriate footwear or use a bicycle that can handle rough terrain.

Atlanta BeltLine, Inc. is not liable for any injury or damage as a result of using these unfinished trails.
CREATE lasting moments in ATLANTA

As one of the largest, most wide-ranging urban redevelopment programs in the United States, the Atlanta BeltLine is the catalyst for making Atlanta a global beacon for equitable, inclusive, and sustainable city life. Our goal is to implement the BeltLine project in a way that ensures all Atlantans have the chance to participate in and benefit from its economic growth for generations to come.

TRAILS
A network of pedestrian-friendly spaces that promotes walking, jogging, and biking does bring together diverse communities across the city and promotes healthy living for everyone in the city.

TRANSPORTATION
Improved connectivity and better access to quality transit options are fundamental to the vision for the BeltLine. A conduit for opportunity in an economically and culturally diverse community. Our strategic planning for rail transit on the Atlanta BeltLine calls for building upon the existing Atlanta Streetcar to link transit to segments of the 22-mile BeltLine loop, with fixed-moat connector corridors integrated with Midtown.

PARKS
Quality greenspaces are essential to a sustainable quality of life in our urban environment, with parks providing recreational opportunities and access points for community connections.

ARTS & CULTURE
Celebrating our rich cultural diversity through creative expression is integral to a project focused on engaging a greater broad cross section of the city to underline our common bonds and aspirations.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
A principle tenet of the project is maintaining equitable access to quality affordable housing ensuring neighborhoods at risk of gentrification are preserved and protected.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
A significant infusion of private and public investment along the Atlanta Beltline corridor creates opportunity for sustainable city life. Our goal is to implement the BeltLine as a conduit for opportunity in an inclusive, equitable, and sustainable city.
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WHERE DO YOU WANT to GO?

The ATLANTA BELTLINE Takes YOU there!

With tremendous trails, glorious greenspaces, energizing art installations, and so much more, the Atlanta BeltLine truly offers a unique experience for every visitor—so get out on the BeltLine and create your adventure!

Points of Interest
Sea and be seen! Keep your eye out for our most popular hot spots. Come see what all the fuss is about.

Photo-Ops
Want to know where to find all the best Insta photo spots? Check our map for the shutterbug icon, and when you get there, be sure to tag us! #atlantabeltline

Bike Rentals
We have miles of urban exploration awaiting your discovery. Grab a Relay Bike or a rental pedal on at any convenient access point, and enjoy the ride!

Food & Drink
Explore the best BeltLine food spots and tap into the best craft breweries in Atlanta—all just footsteps away!

Shopping
Inspirational shopping for the savvy shopper! From unique boutiques to stylish storefronts, you can shop ‘til you drop or browse while you’re planning your next BeltLine discovery!

Just for Kids
From parks, playgrounds, splashpads, and more, we cover all the ground to keep kids engaged and the fun at peak performance!

Take a ride on the Eastside Trail at sunset in Reynoldstown neighborhood. Photo: The Sintoses

Hop off of the train at the Historic Fourth Ward Park in the Cabbagetown neighborhood. Photo: The Sintoses

Gather for family-friendly events and destinations around the Atlanta BeltLine. Photo: The Sintoses

Head off the beaten path to the interim Southside Trail with features like this 100+ year old brick railroad tunnel. Photo: The Sintoses

The Atlanta BeltLine is a planned, 22-mile loop that creates connectivity for 45 neighborhoods surrounding the heart of the city. To view an interactive map, visit beltline.org/maps. Pictured: Walk right off the Eastside Trail into Ponce City Market, ranked by Condé Nast Traveller as one of the World’s Coolest New Traveller’s Attractions. (Redeveloped in the former Sears, Roebuck & Co. building, it is a spacious marketplace featuring a food hall, shopping, and one of Atlanta’s premiere rooftop experiences. Photo: The Sintoses)